AWARD WINNING EDUCATION CONSULTANCY

Find the best college/university for you

POPULAR COUNTRIES TO STUDY ABROAD

Ukraine

Georgia

Philippines

Kyrgyzstan

Kazakhstan

Russia

China

Belarus

Bangladesh

Poland

"We believe that its the right of
the student to have genuine
information about the course
and university where he/she
wishes to apply. Book My
University ensures that this
right of the student is protected
and performed.”
-Yukti Belwal

About

What is the need to have BMU?

Book My University

Education is one of the basic necessities of life and
one of the factors that shapes a person’s future.
Education knows no boundaries.

Book My University was incepted a few years
back but it took shape recently when
digitalisation of the admission process
became the need of the hour. This is just not a
website, its an initiative. An initiative to bring
transparency across borders for making the
process of getting education easy, safe and
authentic.

We are BMU, have understood how essential it is
for you to have the right kind of support to pursue
a study abroad programme.
We offer you end to end support including in
depth research to identify a university that suits
your needs, to processing your admission; taking
care of your visa & travel arrangements.
In short, we are consultants of choice for a
seamless journey to an education of your dreams.

Choose your study abroad Consultant wisely to make an informed decision.

BMU Awarded the
‘Most Promising Study Abroad Consultancy.’
at the International Excellence Awards 2017

An award winning education consultancy
Headed by experienced professionals in the field
First and only consultancy to provide genuine information through awareness initiatives thereby
Ensuring transparency
How do we do this?
Visiting different countries and their top universities
Interviewing the Deans, Rectors, and teachers about their teaching methodologies
Visiting classrooms, anatomy labs, hospitals and different departments to interview the
respective heads about the facilities and equipments provided to students attending
the programme
Interviewing Indian students (Both Girls and Boys) who are studying there
to get an overview of the standard of education, lifestyle and safety in that country
Admired by students for genuinely working, not over charging or embedding hidden costs in our
consultancy fee
Known to have gained a reputation in a short span of time
Targeting to bring more medical universities around the world for indian students with an aim to
help eradicate the scarcity of doctors in india

Eligibility Criteria for MBBS ABROAD.
Minimum age to apply is 17 years by 31st Dec of the admission year.
Minimum percentage required to apply is 50% in the subjects Physics,
Chemistry and Biology for General Category and 40% for reserved
category for SC, ST and OBC.
A valid passport.

Why Study Abroad?
Tuition fee ranges from Rs. 2 to 3 lakhs per year
No donation or capitation fee is to be paid
Universities recognised by Medical Council of India (MCI)
and World Health Organisation (WHO).
Degree is internationally valid and accepted

Indian Graduates with Foreign Medical Degrees – What does the law say?
Indian students can seek medical qualification from any recognized medical education institution in a foreign country.
Such students are required to register with a State Medical Council (SMC) in order to practice in India after obtaining their
degree.
SMC can register a student with foreign medical qualification only after he/she appears and passes in the Foreign Medical
Graduate Examination (FMGE) conducted by the National Board of Examination (NBE). The FMGE is conducted twice a year
and a student has to score a minimum of 50% marks pass this exam.
This is a statutory requirement as per section 13(4A) of the IMC Act, 1956 amended in 2002. Students who hold an under
graduate as well as post graduate medical degree from the following countries need not take the FMGE and they can
directly be registered by the SMC.

Australia
Canada
New Zealand
United Kingdom
United States of America
All these countries do not provide
direct admission, student has to give
their entrance examination and per year fee
starts from Rs. 18 to 30 lakhs

What is ECTS? The European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System
(ECTS) was first introduced in Europe in 1989 within the framework fo the
ERASMUS Programme (at the present moment SOCRATES Programme)
providing for integrated interstate educational results, academic
recognition and giving credit in the subject studied, assessment and
comparison procedures. The ECTS aims at study qualification recognition
support not only within one country but also in other countries participants of Bologna Process. The ECTS is a person-oriented system
which is directed at a greater degree of clarity in the comparison of results
through educational processes.

USMLE EXAM PATTERN

We don't offer cheap packages we provide best counselling and make you choose college as per your budget and profile.

Brief about The
FMGE-Screening Test

The FMGE-Screening Test has been introduced through the Screening
Test Regulations 2002. As per the regulations, “An Indian citizen/Overseas
citizen of India possessing a primary medical qualification awarded by any
medical institution outside India who is desirous of getting provisional or
permanent registration with the Medical Council of India or any State
Medical Council on or after 15.03.2002 shall have to qualify a screening
test conducted by the prescribed authority for that purpose as per the
provisions of Section 13 of the Act.”
The Applicant must meet/fulfill the following criteria:
1. He/She is a citizen of India or overseas citizen of India.
2. The candidate should possess a primary medical qualification, which is
confirmed by the Indian Embassy concerned, to be a recognized
qualification for enrolment as medical practitioner in the country in
which the institution awarding the said qualification is situated.
FMGE Exam - Rs. 5500/-

SCHEME OF EXAMINATION - FMGE
FMGE (SCREENING TEST) BLUE PRINT
Its a computer based exam. FMGE is divided into two parts of 150 questions each with time allocation of 150 minutes for each part.
There is a scheduled break between the two parts.
The exam will include all subjects taught during the MBBS course including pre-clinical, para-clinical and clinical. Approximate
weightage will be given to each subject as indicated in the bulletin.
A.PRE & PARA CLINICAL SUBJECTS: 100 MARKS

B.CLINICAL SUBJECTS: 200 MARKS

i) ANATOMY - 17 Questions

i) MEDICINE & ALLIED SUBJECTS

ii) PHYSIOLOGY - 17 Questions

1) MEDICINE - 33 Questions

iii) BIOCHEMISTRY - 17 Questions

2) PSYCHIATRY - 05 Questions

iv) PATHOLOGY - 13 Questions

3) DERMATOLOGY & STD - 05 Questions

v) MICROBIOLOGY - 13 Questions

4) RADIOTHERAPY - 05 Questions

vi) PHARMACOLOGY - 13 Questions

ii) GENERAL SURGERY & ALLIED SUBJECTS

vii) FORENSIC MEDICINE- 10 Questions

1) GENERAL SURGERY - 32 Questions

How many students pass the Screening Test (FMGE)?

2) ANESTHESIOLOGY - 05 Questions
3) ORTHOPEDICS - 05 Questions
4) RADIODIAGNOSIS - 05 Questions
iii) PEDIATRICS - 15 Questions
iv) OPHTHALMOLOGY - 15 Questions
v) OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGY - 15 Questions
vi) OBSTETRICS & GYNAECOLOGY - 30 Questions

vii) COMMUNITY MEDICINE - 30 Questions
Type Of Questions :
The exam will only contain multiple choice questions, each with four (4) options and only one (1) correct response.
Number of Attempts
There is no restriction on number of attempts that can be availed by an applicant.

About Ukraine
Ukraine is a wonderful country, located in the East of
Europe that shares its borders with Russia, Poland,
Slovakia etc. Having a suitably mild climate, the nation is
recognised for being among the most-fertile lands
globally, for which it has earned the fond name the
‘breadbasket’. Ukraine today, is well known for
manufacturing all kinds of transport vehicles. It is
especially renowned for launching newer and smarter
satellites and its valuable contribution to space activities
and missions; also for its expertise in manufacturing and
supplying aircrafts, spacecraft, special trucks etc. to
several nations. The nation also has a thriving tourism
business, boosted by its spectacular mountain ranges,
coastlines, natural reserves, architectural glory of its
monuments etc.

Capital:
Currency
Dialing Code
Official Language
Religion

:
:
:
:
:

Kiev
Ukrainian hryvnia (UAH)
+380
Ukrainian
Christianity

All the major universities and educational institutions in
Ukraine have been set up as per the standard guidelines of
UNESCO and the UN. There are around 800 institutions for
premier higher education in the nation ,They offer various
Bachelor and Master degree programmes in, Science and
Technology, Business Administration, Humanities,
Medicine and many more streams. Kharkiv city of ukraine
has more than13 national universities and approx.
2,50,000 students from more than 80 countries are
studying here. Thats how its called " Student City".
The renowned universities for Medicine in Ukraine are
recognised by WHO, Medical council of India and other
countries medical councils. More then 15,000 Indian
students are currently studying here.

Ukrainian State Medical Universities Fee 2017
UNIVERSITIES

1st Year Package (incl hostel
& other charges)

Fees per year 2nd to 6th Year

Total Course fee (6 years)

USD $

INR Rs

USD $

INR Rs

USD $

INR Rs

"OO Bogomolets Kiev National MedicalUniversity"

7500

4,87,500

4300

2,79,500

29,000

18,85,000

Bukovinian State Medical University

6800

4,42,000

3900

2,53,500

26,300

17,09,500

Ivano Frankivsk National Medical University

7000

4,55,000

4200

2,73,000

28,000

18,20,000

Kharkiv National Medical University

7400

4,81,000

4800

3,12,000

31,400

V.N Karazina Kharkiv National Medical University

7100

4,61,500

4300

2,79,500

28,600

Poltava National Medical University

6400

4,16,000

4000

2,60,000

26,400

17,16,000

Vinnitssa National Medical University
Odessa National Medical University

7000

4,55,000

4400

2,90,400

29,000

18,85,000

7000

4,55,000

4000

2,64,000

29,600

19,24,000

Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy
Zaporozhye State Medical University

6500
7000

4,22,000
4,55,000

3500
4200

2,27,500
2,73,000

24,000
28,000

15,60,000
18,20,000

Ternopil State Medical University

7000

4,55,000

4300

2,83,800

28,500

18,52,500

Kiev Medical University UAFM

6400

4,16,000

3500

2,27,500

23,900

15,53,500

25,000

16,25,000

(Fee increases 200 to 300 USD from 2nd to 6th years)

Taras Shevchenko National University of KYIV
7500
4,87,500
3500
2,27,500
Hostel charge is not included from 2nd year, its $500-800 per year.
1 USD=INR 65 (approx for calculation) Actual rate at the time of fees payment will be calculated.
Medical Checkup, Medical Insurance and Visa Extension is excluded, Food Expenses $100-150 per month.
Book My University service charges are additional for visa processing and air ticket charges

One Time Package
USD $

INR Rs

20,41,000

22,500

14,62,500

18,59,000

19,500

12,67,500

18,500

12,02,500

KHARKIV NATIONAL MEDICAL UNIVERSITY
Kharkiv Medical Institute and Kharkiv State Medical University, is a medical university in Kharkiv,
Ukraine Established in 1805. It was first known as Kharkiv state medical university.
At present, over 700 teachers work at the departments of the university. Staff capacity is 5
corresponding members NAMN Ukraine, 17 Honoured Scientist of Ukraine, 2 Honored high school
Ukraine, 13 distinguished doctors of Ukraine, 8 winners of the State Prize of Ukraine in Science and
Engineering, 28 academicians of the public academies of Ukraine, 28 employees - Member of
International Medical Associations;. Since 1951, the University has been training medical personnel for
countries of the Eastern Europe, China and Mongolia, and since 1961 it has been training students from
other countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America.

V. N. KARAZIN KHARKIV NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National University (Karazin University), with its more than 200 year history, is one
of the oldest universities in Eastern Europe. It is recognized to play a key role in the development of
Kharkiv (Kharkov) into a million-plus city and to contribute a lot to the development of the Ukrainian
education and science. Three Nobel Prize winners (Ilya Mechnikov (Medicine), Lev Landau (Physics),
Simon Kuznets (Economic Sciences)) and Fields medalist Vladimir Drinfeld are associated with the
University. The University was founded in 1804. It has graduated about 150,000 students. Over history
Karazin University has greatly contributed to developing Ukrainian education and science as well as
Kharkiv becoming a million-plus city.

ODESSA NATIONAL MEDICAL UNIVERSITY
Odessa National Medical University was established in 1900 as the Medical Faculty of the
Novorossiyskiy State University in Odessa is the biggest port city of Ukraine located in the south east
part of Ukraine on the shore of black sea. The medical faculty soon became one of the most prestigious
medical faculties in the Russian Empire. Many famous medical scientists including Nobel laureates like
Professor Mechnikov worked here.
The Medical Faculty managed to survive the difficult and turbulent period of the early years of the
Russian revolution and in 1922 it was transformed into an independent and autonomous Odessa State
Medical Institute. It was later to become Odessa State Medical University after the collapse of the Soviet
Union, in an independent Ukrainian Republic.

KYIV MEDICAL UNIVERSITY of UAFM
The Kyiv Medical University of UAFM is a first private university among the former Soviet Union
countries, founded in 1992 on the basis of combination of basics of classical and alternative medicine.
The Kyiv Medical University of UAFM is accredited by the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine
and it has the license of the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine of improving educational work
for IV level of accreditation
The university has more than 200 qualified lecturers and famous scientists to train the future doctors
along with highly qualified departmental heads who are well know experts in their fields.

BUKOVINIAN STATE MEDICAL UNIVERSITY
Bukovinian State Medical University (BSMU) is one of the largest higher educational establishments of
Chernivtsi. It has recently celebrated the 65th anniversary of its foundation. Bukovinian State Medical
University is a modern multistructural educational institution of the highest level of accreditation with
ancient traditions – It was founded in October 1944.
"Bukovinian State Medical University is announced the Best Medical University in Ukraine, according to
top list of Medical and other Universities by WEBOMETRICS-2013. This list contains 12 000 universities
all over the World. It has only 20 universities from Ukraine at this list.”

About Georgia
Georgia is an independent country located in
between Eastern Europe and west Asia. The
geographical land of Georgia is surrounded by Black
sea in west, Russia by north & north east and by
Azerbaijan in Southeast. Due to the presence of Black
Sea and large Mountain range the climatic condition
of Georgia is quite pleasant. The environment is
suitable for students to make them stress free and
resulting quality education with encouragement of
social skill and pleasant personality.

Capital
Currency
Dialing Code
Official Language
Religion

:
:
:
:
:

Tbilisi
Georgian Lari (GEL)
+995
Georgian
Christianity

Georgia welcomes students from across the globe to
take admission in higher studies. Students who
completed the higher studies are certified by WHO
and UNESCO. This results in a better career with high
paid jobs. Either it’s Medical Science, engineering or
Management, studying in Georgia is quite easy due to
the fees structure. The fees of studying in Georgia is
quite less when compared to other countries. The fees
structure suits every ones budget. Almost all the
educational institution is equipped with modern
infrastructure due to the demand of international
students. Students can get both practical and live
training during their studies.
MCI Screening Exam result of Indian students who
were pass outs of Georgian Medical Colleges has been
very commendable, and more than 4000 Indian
students are currently studying here.
Georgia is a member of the United Nations, the
Council of Europe, and the GUAM Organization for
Democracy and Economic Development.

GEORGIAN MEDICAL UNIVERSITIES FEES STRUCTURE (English Medium)
Tuition Fee

UNIVERSITIES

2nd Year to 5th/6th year

Total Course fee (5/6 years)

USD $

INR

USD $

INR

USD $

INR

Batumi Shota Rustaveli Medical University (5 years course)

6000

390000

6000

390000

30000

19,50,000

New Vision University (5 years course)

5000

325000

4500

292500

23000

14,95,000

European University (5 years course)

4500

292500

4500

292500

22500

14,62,500

Tbilisi State Medical University (6 years course)

6500

422500

6500

422500

39000

25,35,000

Caucasus International University (6 years course)
Geo Medi Medical University (6 years course)
David Tvildiani Medical University (6 years course)

5000
3500
5000

5000
3500
5000

19,00,500
13,65,000
19,00,500

4500

325000
227500
325000
292500

30000
21000
30000

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University (6 years course)

325000
227500
325000
292500

27000

17,55,000

4500

1 USD=INR 65 (approx for calculation) Actual rate at the time of fees payment will be calculated.
Medical Checkup, Medical Insurance and Visa Extension is excluded, Food Expenses $100-150 per month. Accommodation $500-1000 per year.
Book My University service charges are additional for visa processing and air ticket charges

BATUMI SHOTA RUSTAVELI STATE UNIVERSITY
Batumi Shota Rustaveli State University is an important educational, scientific and cultural center of our
country. It has a 79-year-long history.
The establishment and development of the educational system in Adjara was a long-time endeavor of the
Georgian community. In 1893 the issue was raised to open a Boys’ Gymnasium in Batumi. On 26-27 June, The
Boys’ Gymnasium started functioning in July, 1897. By the Decision ? 453, 3 September, 1990 of the Cabinet
of Ministries of Georgia Batumi State University was established on the basis of Batumi Pedagogical Institute.
As a result of the educational reform in the country the university was transferred to a two-cycle teaching:
Bachelor and Master Levels were created. Post-graduate studies also were functioning for certain
specialties.000 students study at the vocational, Bachelor, Master and Doctoral programs..

NEW VISION UNIVERSITY TBILISI
The Medical Doctor's program of the New Vision University was granted accredition by Resolution No:156 of
Educational Program Accredition Board, dated 5 November 2013,
The University has a large and distinguished faculty to support its mission of education, research and clinical
care.
A number of scientific-research projects of international and national significance have been accomplished on
the university base.
The University has close partnership relations with the leading higher educational institutions with in and
outside the country like in UK Leeds University England.
NVU is considered as a desirable host for international scientific conferences and symposia held in various
fields of science.

EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY
European University was founded in 1995. Institution is focused on training using the European model, competitive to grow
up students, according demands of international labor market . European University is staffed by qualified, experienced
academic staff and invited specialists, who were educated in the leading universities in Europe, which contributes to the
international experience and high-quality, innovation-based learning. Institution is completely focused on students, it gives
ability ,together with high-quality education, university grants and studying abroad. European University is equipped with
modern technological base, a diverse library, their own television and with the essential equipment for appropriate
programs, which provides all the conditions for a quality education.
Educational Programs Accreditation Council's decision of 13 December 2014 N 272 - European University's Diplomed Medical
doctor’s English Bachelor's program was awarded accreditation. European Teaching University has educational campuses in
Tbilisi and Lagodekhi.

TBILISI STATE MEDICAL UNIVERSITY
The University was solemnly opened on 8th of February, 1918 (old style 26th of January), the day of remembrance of the
Georgian King David the Builder. Since that, this day remains one of the most significant events in the history of the nation.
The founders of the Georgian University well understand the importance of introduction Higher Medical Education. The
primary initiator of the university foundation, the reverend Professor Ivane Javakhishvili, had been speaking about the reasons
of establishment of Medical Faculty “We still need to carry out research on the endemic flora and fauna in our country. Many
human diseases have various characters and most are as yet unstudied. Consequently, scientific workers at our University’s
Medical and Natural Sciences Faculties have a broad challenge area”.

IVANE JAVAKHISHVILI TBILISI STATE UNIVERSITY
Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University formed in 1918 is based in Tbilisi in Georgia. It is the oldest university in Georgia, as
well as the Caucasus region. The main founder of the university was a Georgian historian and academic, Ivane Javakhishvili,
alongside several scientists including Giorgi Akhvlediani, Shalva Nutsubidze, Dimitri Uznadze, and Grigol Tsereteli.The university
has five branches in the region of Georgia which include six faculties – including law, economics and business, humanities,
medicine, and social and political sciences – 60 scientific-research laboratories and centres, a scientific library, seven museums
and a publishing house.The university is affiliated with foreign scientific and educational centres, which include the University of
Saarland in Germany, Brunel University in the United Kingdom as well the Association of European Universities, UNESCO, and
the Medical Council of Europe and India.

About Philippines
The country is the land of islands as it constitutes more
than seven thousands islands. The country is known for its
natural beauty and due to this reason thousands of
tourists get attracted towards it every year. At Philippines
people mainly speak Spanish language but due to
flourishing tourism industry one can also find it easy to
communicate with local people in English language. It is
also one of the countries in Asia where people can find
maximum number of Catholic Christians. The country has
tropical climate but you can see mild winter from
November to February month. Along with
industrialization, tourism sector is the main economic
growth of Philippines.

Capital:
Currency
Dialing Code
Official Language
Religion

:
:
:
:
:

Manila
PESO (PHP)
+63
Filipino – English
Christianity

Students from different countries can also easily afford
the cost of food and lodging. Therefore, even if you are
looking for quality education in nominal budget the
country will be right place for you. World class facilities If
you are thinking cheap education means you will not get
sufficient facilities then just update yourself that the
country provides world class to every student studying at
various universities and institutions. Friendly local people
People of Philippines are hospitable by nature and you will
always find the country safe for foreign students. Further,
the crime rate of the country is also very low and you can
find it peaceful for getting higher education. Easy
Immigration for Students & Scholarship Philippines have a
very easy immigration process for foreign students who
want to study here. Like other country it has no major
restriction on student’s visa.
Philippines follows US education pattern and It has
become upcoming destination for Indian students who
wants to study Medical course. Currently more than
10,000 Indian studentsare studying in Philippines in
various govt and private universities.

PHILIPPINES STATE MEDICAL UNIVERSITIES FEE 2017 ( Intakes: May: Nov: Jan)
1st Year

2nd Year

3rd Year

4th Year

5th Year

Total

AMA Fees for BS-MD program after class 12(Peso)
Manila Campus Fee in Phil. Pesos

3,00,000

2,50,000

2,50,000

1,50,000

1,00,000

10,50,000

Fees in Rs

3,93,000

3,27,500

3,27,500

1,96,500

1,31,000

13,75,500

University of Perpetual Help Fees for BS-MD
program after class 12Fee in Phil. Pesos

3,00,000

4,50,000

3,00,000

1,50,000

1,50,000

13,50,000

Fees in Rs

3,93,000

5,89,500

3,93,000

1,96,500

1,96,500

17,68,500

9700

4850

4850

4850

4850

29,100

6,30,500

3,15,250

3,15,250

3,15,250

3,15,250

18,91,500

10,000

6000

6000

6000

6000

34,000

6,50,000

3,90,000

3,90,000

3,90,000

3,90,000

22,10,000

UNIVERSITIES

Davao Medical School of Foundation Fees for
BS-MD program after class 12(Fee is USD)
Fees in Rs
Our Lady of Fatima University (OLFU) Fees for
BS-MD program after class 12 Fee in USD
Fees in Rs

1. Visa Conversion, ACR Registration, Medical Test = $700 (first year only) Visa renewal - 300 USD from second year onwards
2. Accommodation is Rs 6000-7000/month Water & Electricity on Actual basis.
3. Cost of Indian food is Rs 5000 - 6000/month.
4. USD=INR 65 (approx for calculation) Actual rate at the time of fees payment will be calculated.
Book My University service charges are additional for visa processing and air ticket charges

For Our Lady of Fatima University
1. Visa renewal - 175 USD per Semester
2. Admission & Visa processing – $5,500/

UNIVERSITY OF PERPETUAL HELP
The organizational structure of the former Perpetual Help College of Rizal has interwoven
within its fabric a closely-knit group of administrators and educators. The administrative
expertise of Mr. Crisostomo, the educational and supervisory proficiency of former
Pamantasan ng Lungsod ng Maynila acting President and the Perpetual – Biñan First
Chancellor Benjamin L. Intal and former Bureau of Private Schools Regional Director Teofilo
Gallardo were the forefront keys in the formulation of the institution. The other members of
the founding group are the University’s First Chancellor Dr. Grace R. De Leon whose loyalty
stood by and supported the founders in hurling the challenges of organizational growth;
University Registrar Dr. Perla R. Sope, and consultants ADMU’s Emiliano Armas of the Ateneo
De Manila University and the De La Salle University’s Oscar Bautista, Col. Jose C. Moran, father
of Dr. Daisy, a Certified Public Accountant and former President of the Continental Bank,
facilitated the needed funds of the project through his friends and the Development Bank of
the Philippines, where he served as its first manager of branches and agencies.

AMA SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
MBBS, MD or Medical education in the AMA School of Medicine leads to the MD degree which
is equivalent to the MBBS degree in UK, Singapore, India and other commonwealth countries.
AMA's medical degree is recognized as equivalent to the MBBS course in India by the Medical
Council of India (MCI) and students will be given a license to practise in India similar to MBBS
doctors from India, after completion of licensing formalities with the MCI in India. Similarly the
Medical Degree from AMA is recognized as equivalent to the MBBS Degree in UK by the
General Medical Council in UK and the medical councils in Singapore, Australia and Gulf
countries. All Degrees are recognized by the USA.

DAVAO MEDICAL SCHOOL OF FOUNDATION
The Davao Medical School Foundation (DMSF) was established in July 1976 in response to the
recognition of the lack of doctors serving rural communities and lack of specialist in urban centers of
Mindanao. Its College of Medicine was thus the first such college to be set up in Mindanao and is
dedicated to providing medical education and training of the highest order, leading to the provision
of effective medical care in both rural and urban communities.
A consortium, the members of which are the Ateneo de Davao University, Brokenshire Memorial
Hospital, the Development of Peoplesâ€™ Foundation, San Pedro Hospital and San Pedro College,
operates the Foundation.
Davao is one of the most important cities in the Philippines and the chief city of Mindanao. It is the
largest city in the Philippines in terms of land area. It has international airport and seaport. It is
located among the busiest cargo hubs in the southern Philippines. Davao, widely known for its
extensive multicultural character and direct global accessibility.

Capital
Currency
Dialing Code
Official Language
Religion

About Kyrgyzstan
Offering ideal destination for higher studies
Kyrgyzstan is the developing country, which located at
the central part of Asia. The country was earlier part of
USSR but now it is an independent country. It is also
one of the landlocked countries of the world. The
country is surrounded by hill, mountains, and other
attractive geographical features. At Kyrgyzstan you
can find dry and continental type of climate in most of
the months of the year. The official language of
Kyrgyzstan is Kyrgyz and most of the local people of
the country are the follower of Islam. The currency of
the country is Kyrgyzstani Som. You can find well
developed road, rail, and air transport system at
Kyrgyzstan. The country is also becoming one of the
famous educational hubs of world as it has number of
universities offering bachelor and professional
courses.

:
:
:
:
:

Bishkek
SOM (KGS)
+996
Kyrgyz
ISLAM, Russian Orthodoxy

Kyrgyzstani Universities: At Kyrgyzstan you can find
both government and privately owned educational
institutions for higher studies.Therefore, the
universities of Kyrgyzstan are also attracting overseas
students. High quality life style with most affordable
price Kyrgyzstani is place for quality life style with
affordable price; international students can afford a
better life with most reasonable price. The cities are
not so expensive; along with affordable cost of living
you can get many destinations for travel and world
class cuisines.
Kyrgyzstan is most preferred destination for Indians
who are looking for quality education at low price. Its
called the Switzerland of central asia because of
mountainous regions . Currently more then 5000
indian students are studying in various universities in
Kyrgyzstan.

KYRGYZSTAN STATE MEDICAL UNIVERSITIES FEE 2017
UNIVERSITIES

1st year package (incl hostel)

Fees 2nd Year

Hostel from 2nd year

2nd to 5th/6th Year
(Fees+Hostel )Per Year

Grand Total
(1st to 5th/6th Year)

USD $

INR

USD $

INR

USD $

INR

USD $

INR

USD $

INR

Jalalabad State University (6 Yrs)

5,500

3,57,500

2,370

1,54,050

350

22,750

2,720

1,76,800

19,100

12,41,500

Osh State University(6 Yrs Course)

6,000

3,90,000

2,400

1,56,000

400

26,000

2,800

1,82,000

20,000

13,00,000

Kyrgyz State Medical Academy(6yrs)

6,000

3,90,000

3,000

1 95,000

500

32,500

3500

2,27,500

23,500

15,27,500

International School of Medicine
(5 Yrs Course)

5,300

3,44,500

3,600

2,34,000

500

32,500

4,100

2,66,500

21,700

14,10,500

1 USD=INR 65 (approx for calculation) Actual rate at the time of fees payment will be calculated.
Medical Checkup, Medical Insurance and Visa Extension is excluded, Food Expenses $100-150 per month.
Book My University service charges are additional for visa processing and air ticket charges

OSH STATE UNIVERSITY
Medical faculty,Osh State Medical University has been training foreign students since 1993. During the years
of its existence Medical faculty, Osh State University has trained foreign students from more than twenty
countries. At present more than 3500 students are studying at Medical faculty, Osh state university
including more than thousand students from other countries like India, Pakistan, Nepal, Palestine, Syria,
Turkey, Bangladesh, United States, United Kingdom, Maldives and other countries. Medium of instruction
has been English for foreign students and Russian for local students. Foreign Students have a choice to study
in English medium or Russian medium.
On the completion of course, degree of M.D (Doctor of Medicine) is awarded, valid and recognized all over
the world.
Medical faculty, Osh State University is listed with WHO (World Health Organisation) World database of
medical schools,

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
The International University of Kyrgyzstan (IUK) was created in March 1993 by a decree of President of the Kyrgyz
Republic (State license AL #039) that gave the University a status of international higher education institution.
The IUK is located in Bishkek – the capital of the Kyrgyz Republic. Building of the IUK is one of most beautiful
buildings of Bishkek that is located on a central street of the city. In addition to the Bishkek Campus, the university
has three campuses which are located in the following cities: Osh and Jalal-Abad (southern region of Kyrgyzstan)
and in Karakol-city (Issyk-Kul region of Kyrgyzstan).
The Kyrgyz-Russian Institute for Distance Learning was created jointly with the Modern Humanitarian University in
Moscow under auspices of the intergovernmental committee on knowledge propagation and adult education in
CIS. Graduates of this Institute get diplomas about Higher Education of Kyrgyz Republic and Russian Federation.
The Kyrgyz-Indian Institute for Distance Learning was created jointly with the Indira Gandhi National Open
University (India).

JALALABAD STATE UNIVERSITY
The Jalalabad state University came into operation just after an year Osh State University was started i.e. 1992. It is
a public body institution and provides options for higher studies in several departments such as construction,
energy, electronics, medical education, agriculture, etc. Going by the figures, the Jalalabd State Medical University
itself has 250+ teachers including more than 10 professors cum doctors & 40+ Ph. D doctors. Several of these
highly skilled docts are also members of National Academy of Science in Kyrgyz Rebublic as well as serve as
academic advisors for country.
Currently, there are 4,500+ students enrolled in Jalalabad State University. The university has adopted such a
system which provides the following levels of training i.e Diploma, Associate Degree, Bachelor Degree, Masters
Degree & Doctorate degree. The Jalalabad State University offers several programs for local & foreign students
which are as follows 1: General Medicine, Nursing, Computers, Physics, Mathematics, Social Sciences,
Humanities, Russian Language, Kyrgyz Language, Biology, Pedagogy, Psychology, Physical Education, Ecology,
Mechanics, Food Technology, Chemistry, Chemical Engineering, Water Engineering, etc.

KYRGYZ STATE MEDICAL ACADEMY
The Kyrgyz state medical academy is the leader of medical education in the Kyrgyz Republic and most dynamically
developing institute of higher education of Central Asia. On July 5, 1996 by the Decree of the President of the
Kyrgyz Republic the Kyrgyz State Medical Institute was transformed into the Kyrgyz State Medical Academy. In
KSMA work the 526 teachers, among them 86 professors and doctors of medical sciences, 315 candidates of
medical sciences and associate professors. At KSMA studying more than 4000 students - citizens of Kyrgyzstan, CIS
countries and 17 foreign countries.
Main objectives of KGMA: Satisfaction of needs of the personality in intellectual, cultural and moral development
by means of receiving secondary professional, higher, additional and postgraduate professional medical
education on the basis of indissoluble unity of educational process, scientific researches and clinical work,
carrying out basic and applied scientific researches in the field of medicine and interdisciplinary sciences. The
academy prepares doctors for the countries of the foreign and neighboring countries. Training is conducted in
Russian and English languages.

BookMyUniversity measures its success through the successful delivery of
commitments to the students and parents. Here are few glimpse of students who are
leaving with sparkling smile and teary eyes. Its a short span of time since they connect
with us either through seminars, or watching our videos and when the whole efforts of
us and the students together finally reaches to the airport it becomes the success story.

Student Name: Bishwa Bharti
City: Delhi

Group of Students Flying to Georgia

Student Name : Nadeem Nawaz
City: Lucknow

Student Name: Rajnandini Pattnaik
City: Bhubneshwar

Student Name : Ankita Saini
City: Delhi

Student Name : Anita Murali
City: Bengaluru

Student Name: Mohd. Masarrat
City: Aligarh

Student Name : Gumin Jerang
City : Arunachal Pradesh

Student Name : Triburari Jee
City : Bihar

Student Name : Krishna Chandra Jha
City: Sitamarhi, Bihar

Student Name : Aman Kumar Saini
City : Dehradun, UP

Student Name : Khurshid Raza
City : Pilibhit, UP

Student Name: Rahul Kumar
City: Saharanpur, UP

Student Name : Saloni Chaudhari
City : Patna

Capital
Currency
Dialing Code
Official Language
Religion

About Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan is the world’s largest landlocked country
located at the central part of Asia. The country has
huge mineral resources and it is also one of the oil and
natural gas producing nations of the world. The
economy of the country is growing at very fast pace;
thus, people from different parts of the world are
coming to the country for getting best career
opportunities. The major portion of population of the
country speaks Kazakh but one can find it very easy to
communicate with local people in English language. In
the country there is freedom to follow any religion but
major portion of population are the follower of Islam.
As a new industrializing country Kazakhstan attracts
many foreign companies to work with.

:
:
:
:
:

Astana
Tenge (KZT)
+7
Kazakh
Muslim, Christian, Buddhist

The government of the country is much concerned
about the education system; therefore, one can find
many government and privately owned universities
and colleges for higher studies. At present the
educational institutions at Kazakhstan are also
attracting overseas students because of their quality
education and ultra modern facilities in educational
sector. Let us see why universities at Kazakhstan are
becoming hot destination for overseas students.
The universities of Kazakhstan are offering number of
professional courses like Management, Medical
Science, Engineering, hotel management and many
more. Students also can do research and doctorate
program either from private or public institutions and
universities. You can join you dream profession with
quality education by studying at Kazakhstan
universities at very low cost. Government and private
intuitions of the country are also arranging special
subsidised fee for overseas students
Kazakhstan is the most popular destination for
Medical Courses among India Students. Currently
more then 5,000 Indian Students are studying in
various universities of Kazakhstan.

KAZAKHSTAN STATE MEDICAL UNIVERSITIES FEE 2017
UNIVERSITIES

Semey State Medical University

1st year package (incl hostel)

Fees 2nd Year

Hostel from 2nd year

Total 1 st Year
(Fees+Hostel)One time

2nd to 5th Year
(Fees+Hostel )Per Year

Grand Total
(1st to 5th Year)

USD $

INR

USD $

INR

USD $

INR

USD $

INR

USD $

INR

USD $

INR

7000

4,55,000

3500

2,27,500

300

18,000

7000

4,55,000

3800

2,47,000

22,200

14,43,000

1 USD=INR 65 (approx for calculation) Actual rate at the time of fees payment will be calculated.
Medical Checkup, Medical Insurance and Visa Extension is excluded, Food Expenses $100-150 per month.
Book My University service charges are additional for visa processing and air ticket charges

SEMEY STATE MEDICAL UNIVERSITY
Semey State Medical University – is one of the biggest higher medical education
establishments of Kazakhstan Republiс, which has its own teaching hospital with
the branches in the Pavlodar city. The biggest dynamics of university’s
infrastructure development is given to intensive growth opportunities of the
educational, scientific and innovational prosperity.
There are 8 faculties with more than 3685 students from all regions of
Kazakhstan, from the neighboring countries and far abroad, and around 2000
doctors improve their qualification on postgraduate level.
The strategic aim of Medical University is to joint needs of The East Kazakhstan
region in health care service and to develop highly qualified medical faculty
International collaborations
Semey State Medical University holds two international agreements with the higher institutions of the foreign countries: With the medical faculty of the
university of Nagasaki (Japan) and Antwerp city in Belgium, with the Houston Medical Center (Texas- USA) and the center for the preparation of residents
in Tulsa Oklahoma- USA). Semey State Medical University is cooperating with the European Bank of reconstruction development, “Source- Kazakhstan”fund and the Japanese Development Fund, Manav Bharti University (India), Smile Orange Ltd (Spain), Santosh University (India), Sharda University
(India), Kharkov National Medical University (Ukraine), Slovak Medical University (Slovak Republic) and others.
The University implements 17 programs of international collaboration based on the agreements signed
with the international universities, 1 targeted research program and 2 scientific grants. The project of
targeted research program «Developing the science-based technologies to decrease the medical, social
and psychological consequences of ionizing radiation and non- radiation risk factors in the population of
Kazakhstan» is prepared and submitted to the Ministry of Health of Kazakhstan with the overall budget
771 million tenge.
For the last six years the scientists from the University have participated in thirty two international
scientific conferences, symposiums, conventions conducted in the foreign countries and in more than 90
international congresses conducted in Kazakhstan and CIS countries. About 15 major International
conferences were held on the basis of the University with the participation of the scientists from USA,
Japan, India, Russia and many other countries during the last 10 years. Semey State Medical University
and the Radiation technologies institute (USA) signed the agreement to open the dual-diploma MSc
programs on "Nano-Medicine" and «Nuclear medical physics».
The international scientific conference «Ecology. Radiation. Health» holds annually in the Semey State
Medical University. The conference is visited by many international experts in the fields of medicine and
radiology. The prominent members of the University’s faculty publish text books, manuals and
manuscripts abroad. In 2010 the Semey SMU was successfully accredited by the National Accreditation
Committee, and the International expert of the World Federation of Medical Education Professor Life
Kristensen noted that the University exceeds the international standards in 3 ways: early access of
students to clinical practice, students’ support and innovative educational technologies.
Semey State Medical University is the member of Association of Indian Universities.

Capital
Currency
Dialing Code
Official Language
Religion

About Russia
Russia is known worldwide for its academic excellence
in higher studies. Over 2 million students are enrolled
in Russian Universities and institutes. Nearly, 875000
science students and over 17250 medical students are
enrolled in different Russian institutes. These
students actively participate in exploring advanced
technology and new scientific methods. Russian
medical institutes are well equipped with advanced
technologies and adopt latest teaching methods,
which further ensure the complete development of a
student. The students-teacher ratio in these institutes
is about 7:1. The medical degrees granted by Russian
medical colleges are ranked at the top by UNESCO and
WHO and are globally recognized. Russian Medical
Colleges have grabbed nearly 30 top positions within
the World ranking. Russian federation includes some
of the best medical colleges in the world. MBBS in
Russia is MCI (Medical Council of India) recognized In
addition, there is no entrance test for admission in the
MBBS programs in the Russian medical schools and
universities.

:
:
:
:
:

Moscow
Russian Ruble (RU)
+7
Russian
Christianity

Currently, more than 10,000 students are studying in
the medical institutions of Russia because this country
has opened its doors since the time of Sovient Union.

Russian State Medical Universities Fee 2017
Fees (1st Year)
USD $
IN Rs.

Hostel Per Year
USD $
IN Rs.

Total Fee (frst year)
USD $
IN Rs.

People Friendship University (Moscow)

8,000
7,800

5,20,000
5,07,000

2,400
1,000

1,56,000
65,000

10,400
8,800

6,76,000
5,72,000

10,400
8,800

Stavropol State Medical University

4,400

2,86,000

700

45,500

5,100

3,31,500

Kazan State Medical University

4,500

2,92,500

300

19,500

4,800

Bashkir State Medical University

5,500

3,57,500

250

16,250

Volgograd State Medical University

5,630

3,65,950

550

Smolensk State Medical University

5,200

3,38,000

Kursk State Medical University

5,000

3,25,000

Immanuel Kant Baltic Federal University

4,700

3,50,500

Ulyanovsk State Medical University

4,000

Crimea State Medical University

UNIVERSITIES

(2nd to 6th Year with hostel)
USD $
IN Rs.

Total Fees
USD $

IN Rs.

6,76,000
5,72,000

62,400
52,800

40,56,000
34,32,000

5,100

3,31,500

30,600

19,89,000

3,12,000

4,800

3,12,000

28,800

18,72,000

5,700

3,70,500

2,700

1,75,500

19,900

12,35,000

35,750

6,180

4,01,700

6,180

4,01,700

37,080

24,10,200

500

32,500

5,700

3,70,500

5,700

3,70,500

34,200

22,23,000

1,200

78,000

6,200

4,03,000

6,200

4,03,000

37,200

24,18,000

600

39,000

5,300

3,44,500

4,300

2,79,500

26,800

17,42,000

2,60,000

400

26,000

4,400

2,86,000

3,200

2,08,000

20,400

13,26,000

4,000

2,60,000

400

26,000

4,400

2,86,000

3,100

2,01,500

19,900

12,93,500

Mari State University

4,500

2,92,500

---

---

4,500

2,92,500

2,700

1,75,500

18,000

11,70,000

Samara State Medical University

4,000

2,60,000

500

32,500

4,500

2,92,500

3,900

2,53,500

24,000

15,60,000

Moscow State Medical University

1 USD=INR 65 (approx for calculation) Actual rate at the time of fees payment will be calculated.
Medical Checkup, Medical Insurance and Visa Extension is excluded, Food Expenses $100-150 per month.
Book My University service charges are additional for visa processing and air ticket charges

PEOPLES' FRIENDSHIP UNIVERSITY OF RUSSIA
The Peoples' Friendship University of Russia is an educational and research institution located in
southern Moscow. It is ranked by the Ministry of Education of Russia as the country's third-best
university after Moscow State University and Saint Petersburg State University. The institution
was founded in 1960 as the Peoples' Friendship University.Its stated objective during the height of
the Cold War was to help developing nations, mainly in Asia, Africa and South America, by
providing higher education and professional training. Many students from developed countries
also attended the university.

STAVROPOL STATE MEDICAL UNIVERSITY
Established in 1938, Stavropol State Medical University is a non-profit public higher education institution
located in the the urban setting of the small city of Stavropol (population range: 250,000-499,999 inhabitants),
Stavropol Krai. Officially accredited/recognized by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian
Federation, Stavropol State Medical University (StSMU) is a small (enrollment range: 4,000-4,999 students)
coeducational higher education institution. Stavropol State Medical University (StSMU) offers courses and
programs leading to officialy recognized higher education degrees such as bachelor degrees, master degrees,
doctorate degrees in several areas of study. This 78 years old HE institution has a selective admission policy
based on entrance examinations and students' past academic record and grades. The admission rate range is
10-20% making this Russian higher education organization a most selective institution. International
applicants are eligible to apply for enrollment. StSMU also provides several academic and non-academic
facilities and services to students including a library, housing, sport facilities and/or activities, financial aids
and/or scholarships, study abroad and exchange programs, as well as administrative services.

VOLGOGRAD STATE MEDICAL UNIVERSITY
The Volgograd State Medical University, Established in 1953, is one of the most famous and highly
reputable Higher Schools both in Russia and abroad. It is proud of its highly-qualified teaching
staff, advanced researchers and experienced physicians whose names are world-famous. It is
currently headed by the prominent Russian scientist, Academician of the Russian Academy for
Medical Sciences, Professor Vladimir I. Petrov. Choosing this University means plentiful
opportunities for gaining professional expertise and career pursuit. The University is accredited by
the Russian Ministry for Education for the teaching of both Russian and overseas students.
The University is also listed in the Directory of Higher Medical Schools recognized by the World
Health Organisation. It means that our graduates can get a job at any country after passing
national examinations if necessary.

BASHKIR STATE MEDICAL UNIVERSITY
Bashkir State Medical Institute was established in 1932. The University is located in Ufa,Bashkortostan, on the
bank of Belaya River. Ufa is one of the most picturesque places is the Russian Federation.
For 80 years Bashkir State Medical University has been successfully training specialists for health care,
scientific and pedagogical work in the sphere of professional medical and pharmaceutical education of the
Russian Federation.
In 1995, Bashkir State Medical Institute got the status of University. The University has over 5000 medical
students. It is one of the best Universities of the Russian Federation. The University has strong theoretical
grounding. A lot of students, who have graduated from Bashkir State Medical University, have become brilliant
doctors. Students can get education at Bashkir State Medical University at the following programs:
Undergraduate Training Program, Postgraduate Training Program, Internship, Clinical Residency and Ph.D
Program. Bashkir State Medical University provides perfect environment for getting postgraduate education.
There is a University hospital and well equipped laboratories, where students have practical classes.
Bashkir State Medical University is a member of the World Health Organization (WHO). What is more, the
University recognized by (MMC) Malaysia, GMC UK, (MCI) India and others many countries.

About China
China is located at the eastern part of Asia with swiftly
developing economy. The country is also officially termed
as People’s Republic of China and it having world’s largest
population. Due to large geographical size of the country
people can find different types of climates at different parts
of China. People of China speak Chinese but at the major
cities of country people can also people speaking and
understanding English. The transport system of the country
is well developed and you can commute to even remotest
areas easily. Due to great historical background of China
one can find Chinese people well cultured and hospitable
towards foreigners.
In order to promote education the government of China
provides special support to students coming from foreign
countries. The government has made special
arrangements for overseas students that ensure safety and
financial support. Thus, at China you can study peacefully
with most advanced facilities within limited budget.
Most of the Chinese Medical Universities rank among the
best 500 universities in the world & the it is about 70%
cheaper than undertaking the same course in Europe or
USA. The lower cost of living and low tuition fees are one
factor which might help you make your decision.
Around 45 Universities are listed in Medical Council in India
have around 3000 seats for international students per year.
More then 10,000 Indian students are already studying in
china.

CHINA MEDICAL UNIVERSITIES FEES STRUCTURE (English Medium)
UNIVERSITIES

Hostel

Fees Per Year
RMB

IN Rs.

RMB

One Time Univ. Charges Misc.Charges(Per Year)
IN Rs.

RMB

IN Rs.

RMB

IN Rs.

1,000

10,000

2,000

20,000

Zhejiang University

42,800

428000

6,000

60,000

Jilin University

29,000

290000

6,000

60,000

Anhui Medical University

30,000

300000

4000

40,000

800

8,000

2,500

23,750

NOMINAL NOMINAL NOMINAL NOMINAL

Total 1 st Year

Total 2nd,3rd,4th,5th (Per Year)

RMB

IN Rs.

RMB

IN Rs.

Total 5 years
RMB

IN Rs.

51,800

518000

48,800

3,43,800

2,47,000 2,470,000

35,000

350,000

35,000

3,50,000

1,75,000 1,750,000

37,300

371,750

36,500

3,63,750

1,83,300 1,833,000

Wenzhou Med.college

30,000

300000

4,000

40,000

800

8,000

2,500

23,750

37,300

371,750

36,500

3,63,750

1,83,300 1,833,000

Zhengzhou University

35,000

350000

5,400

54,000

340

3,400

2,030

19,285

42,770

426,685

42,430

4,23,285

2,12,490 2,124,900

Capital Med.uni. Beijing

38,000

380000

11,000

110,000

18,650

186,500

1,000

9,500

68,650

686,000

50,000

4,99,500

2,68,650 2,686,500

26,000

2,60,000

1,800

18,000

North Sichuan Medical University

28,000

280000

6,000

60,000

Xiamen Medical University

38,000

380000

9,000

90,000

China Medical University

40,000

400000

7,000

70,000

4,500

45,000

1,400

14,000

NOMINAL NOMINAL NOMINAL NOMINAL

61,800

6,18,000

34,000

3,40,000

1,97,800 19,78,000

47,000

446,500

47,000

4,46,500

2,35,000 2,350,000

52,900

529,000

48,400

4,84,000

2,46,500 2,465,000

Xian Jiatong University

40,000

400000

8,700

87,000

1,000

9,500

1,600

16,000

51,300

512,500

50,300

5,03,000

2,52,500 2,525,000

Sun Yat-sen University

48,000

480000

5,100

51,000

800

7,600

800

8,000

54,700

546,600

53,900

5,39,000

2,70,300 2,703,000

Shandong University

45,000

450000

9,900

99,000

9,150

86,925

1,600

16,000

65,650

651,925

56,500

5,65,000

2,91,650 2,916,500

Jiangsu University

30,000

300000

4,500

45,000

1,000

10,000

800

8,000

36,300

3,63,000

34,500

3,45,000

1,45,200 14,52,000

Jianxi Medical College of TCM

17,000

170000

4,100

41,000

10,000

1,00,000

3,000

30,000

34,100

3,41,000

21,100

2,11,000

1,18,500 11,85,000

Nanjing University

34,000

340000

6,000

60,000

4,000

40,000

2,000

20,000

46,000

4,60,000

40,000

4,00,000

2,06,000 20,60,000

Hubei University of Medicine

15,000

150000

5,000

50,000

Normal

Normal

2,000

20,000

22,000

2,20,000

20,000

2,00,000

1,02,000 10,20,000

Nanchang University

20,000

200000

4,600

46,000

10,000

100000

3,000

30,000

27,600

2,76,000

27,600

2,76,000

1,38,000 13,38,000

1 RMB=INR 10 (approx for calculation) Actual rate at the time of fees payment will be calculated.
Medical Checkup, Medical Insurance and Visa Extension is excluded, Food Expenses $100-150 per month.
Book My University service charges are additional for visa processing and air ticket charges

About

Capital
Currency
Dialing Code
Official Language
Religion

Belarus

Belarus is a landlocked country in Eastern Europe,
bordered by Russia to the north and east, Ukraine to
the south, Poland to the west, and Lithuania and
Latvia to the north. Its capital is Minsk.

:
:
:
:
:

Minsk
Belarusian Ruble (BYR)
+375
Belarusian
Eastern Orthodoxy

According to the most recent census information, the
population of Belarus is 9,468,000.
Education in Belarus is of very high standard, hence
every year students from all over the world troop into
Belarus for studies in their respective courses of
choice. Studying in Belarus is more than just a dream
of having a degree program or a Master program
abroad; The Belarusian universities and other high
institutions are immensely equipped with education
facilities to meet the standard of any present day
academic challenge. There are medical universities,
Technical and technological Universities as well as
Classical universities in Belarus. Medical courses in
Belarus are of standard quality, hence, Belarusian
Medical Universities are among the best Medical
universities in the world. Nowadays, international
students are considering Belarus as a medium of
academic excellence because of the friendly
environment, good Weather condition, Standard of
living, Tuition fees, Quality of education, English as
medium of instructions, Quality instructors, and lots
of other qualities of education system in the country.
Belarus is a wonderful country!!!!
Studying in Belarus should be the best choice for India
students. This is due to the standard and quality of
Education system in Belarus.If you are looking for a
better place to study, either Medical Courses or
Technological courses, Belarus is the Best destination
for you.
More then 5,000 Indian students are currently
studying here.

BELARUS MEDICAL UNIVERSITIES FEES STRUCTURE (English Medium)
Hostel Per Year

Fees

UNIVERSITIES

Medical Insurance +Visa Renewal

Total Fees Per Year

Total Course fee (6 years)

USD $

INR

USD $

INR

USD $

INR

USD $

INR

USD $

INR

Grodno State Medical University

4300

2,79,500

800

52000

245

15925

5345

3,47,425

32,070

20,84,550

Vitebsk State Medical University

4600

2,99,000

750

48750

350

22750

5700

3,70,500

33,600

21,84,000

Gomel State Medical University

4200

2,73,000

600

39000

170

11050

4970

3,23,050

29,820

19,38,300

Belarussian State Medical University

4900

3,18,500

800

52000

300

19500

6000

3,90,000

36,000

23,40,000

1 USD=INR 65 (approx for calculation) Actual rate at the time of fees payment will be calculated. One time miscellaneous charge in first year will be extra.
Medical Checkup, Medical Insurance and Visa Extension is excluded, Food Expenses $100-150 per month.
Book My University service charges are additional for visa processing and air ticket charges

About Bangladesh
Bangladesh, east of India on the Bay of Bengal, is
South Asian country of lush greenery and many
waterways. Its Padma (Ganges), Meghna and Jamuna
rivers create fertile alluvial plains, and travel by boat is
common. On the southern coast, the Sundarbans, an
enormous mangrove forest shared with India, are
home to the Royal Bengal tiger.

Capital
Currency
Dialing Code
Official Language
Religion

:
:
:
:
:

Dhaka
Taka
+880
Bengali
ISLAM

Medical studies
The field of medical study is considered as one of the
most prestigious fields of higher study in Bangladesh.
Graduate, Post-graduate, doctoral level of medical
study opportunities are there in Bangladesh. There
are many public medical colleges and universities in
Bangladesh, which are popular among the students.
The colleges are under the jurisdiction of the Ministry
of Health, and are affiliated with a university on the
respective region.
Until the early 1990s, all the medical colleges were
established by the government. Since then, several
private medical colleges have been set up.
Bangladesh is preferred for Medical studies for Indian
Students. Currently more then 10,000 indian students
are studying in Bangladesh.

BANGLADESH MEDICAL UNIVERSITIES FEES STRUCTURE (English Medium)
Medical College in Bangladesh
Holy Family Red Crescent Medical College
Dhaka National Medical College
Jahurul Islam Medical College
Uttara Women`s Medical College
Kumudini Medical College
Khwaja Yunus Al Medical College
Bangladesh Medical College
Anwar Khan Modern Medical College
Community Based Medical College
Prime Medical College
Dhaka Central International Medical College
Monno Medical College
Barind Medical College
Tairunnissa Medical College
Shahabuddin Medical College
Eastern Medical College
Green Life Medical College
International Medical College
Nightingale Medical College
Southern Medical College
Ashiyan Medical College
Tmss Medical College
Central Medical College
Mynomati Medical College

University

Total USD

Amount in INR

1st Installment

Amount in INR

Hostel & Food

Dhaka University
Dhaka University
Dhaka University
Dhaka University
Dhaka University
Rajshahi University
Dhaka University
Dhaka University
Dhaka University
Rajshahi University
Dhaka University
Dhaka University
Rajshahi University
Dhaka University
Dhaka University
Chittagong University
Dhaka University
Dhaka University
Dhaka University
Chittagong University
Dhaka University
Rajshahi University
Chittagong University
Chittagong University

42500
42000
37000
47000
40000
40000
41000
40000
41500
34000
32000
33240
34000
39000
37000
37000
40000
36000
36000
35000
29000
35000
32000
25000

2762500
2730000
2405000
3055000
2600000
2600000
2665000
2600000
2697500
2210000
2080000
2160600
2210000
2535000
2405000
2405000
2600000
2340000
2340000
2275000
1885000
2275000
2080000
1625000

25000
22000
16000
24000
12000
16000
20000
20000
16500
12000
12000
12240
16000
16000
15000
15000
20000
16000
15000
10000
12000
15000
15000
12000

1625000
1430000
1040000
1560000
780000
1040000
1300000
1300000
1072500
780000
780000
795600
1040000
1040000
975000
975000
1300000
1040000
975000
650000
780000
975000
975000
780000

Hostel & Food Extra
Hostel & Food Extra
Food Extra
Hostel & Food Extra
Food Extra
Food Extra
Hostel & Food Extra
Hostel & Food Extra
Food Extra
Hostel & Food Extra
Food Extra
Hostel & Food Extra
Hostel & Food Extra
Food Extra
Food Extra
Food Extra
Hostel & Food Extra
Food Extra
Food Extra
Food Extra
Hostel & Food Extra
Hostel & Food Extra
Hostel & Food Extra
Hostel & Food Extra

Book My University service charges are additional for visa processing and air ticket charges

About Poland
Poland is located in centre of Europe. W Polish
population is over 40 million people. The capital city is
Warsaw . Poland borders 7 countries: Germany on the
west, Czech Republic and Slovakia on the south,
Ukraine, Belarus and Lithuania on the east, and Russia
on the north.

Capital
Currency
Dialing Code
Official Language
Religion

:
:
:
:
:

Warsaw
Polish Zloty
+48
Polish
Christianity

Poland is placed in a moderate zone with mixed
continental and oceanic climate influences. The
average annually temperature is about 6-8 degrees
Celsius while the rainfall is estimated at 700 mm.
The weather in Poland is also characterised by
transitional periods between the four seasons of the
year.The weather in Poland is rather unpredictable
and varied. Spring is often changeable. There are
rather moderate temperatures. The summertime can
be really hot, even 35 °C. Autumn is usually sunny, but
November is frequently very wet and can be cold.
Winters can be really cold, with the chance of snow
from November till March. The temperatures from
December to late February usually fluctuate around 0
°C to -8°C. In the mountains snow usually covers
slopes in the period.
Poland: The only Schengen country in EU which saw
an increase in the GDP during recession; stable
economy; strong infrastructure and high-tech
laboratories.
You can work throughout the Europe and apply for
settlement in 5 years. You can also stay back and work
in Poland once you complete your studies.
Medical University of Gdańsk
(MUG) is the largest medical university in northern
Poland, located in one of the most beautiful cities in
Europe with an old town and beautiful sandy beaches.
MUG educates nearly 6000 undergraduate and
postgraduate students at 4 Faculties: of Health
Sciences, of Medicine, of Pharmacy and The
Intercollegiate of Biotechnology.

Medical University of Gdansk (MUG), Poland
Particulars

Fees (1.6 Year)

Fees (2nd Year)

Fees (3rd Year)

Fees (4th Year)

Fees (5th Year)

Fees (6th Year)

1st Semester (Oct)

21,500

3,44,000

21,500

3,44,000

21,500

3,44,000

21,500

3,44,000

21,500

3,44,000

21,500

3,44,000

2nd Semester (Feb)

21,500

3,44,000

21,500

3,44,000

21,500

3,44,000

21,500

3,44,000

21,500

3,44,000

21,500

3,44,000

43,000

6,88,000

43,000

6,88,000

43,000

6,88,000

43,000

6,88,000

43,000

6,88,000

43,000

6,88,000

Book My University service charges are additional for Visa processing and air ticket charges
1PLN = INR 16 (approx for calculation) Actual rate at the time of fees payment will be calculated .
Living expense including accommodation will be around 200-250 Euros.

Total Package
2,58,000

41,28,000

2,58,000

41,28,000

01. Can I practice in India on my return, after MBBS / MD degree from Abroad?
YES. As per the current rules of the Medical Council of India (MCI), you can practice in India.
After graduating from abroad, you have to appear for a “Screening test” conducted by the National
Board of Education (NBE), New Delhi. On clearing this test you need to register with the MCI and
comply with all their rules and then you will get a Registration which will allow you to practice
Medicine in India
02. How many times can I appear in the Screening Test?
There is NO LIMIT on the number of Attempts in the Screening Test. A sincere student will pass
Screening Test in first attempt. It is a QUALIFYING test similar to class 12 test. It is NOT an
ELIMINATION test such as PMT.
Note: It is likely that the Screening Test will be administered to ALL students from India, studying
in private and government colleges in India, in addition to students from overseas, in order to
create a uniform MBBS education competency standard in India. This proposal is on the MCI
website see http://www.mciindia.org/tools/announcement/pg-medical-education.pdf
03. Can I get a job in Government Hospitals or applied Medical Institutions in India?
YES. After registering with MCI, the Doctor can apply for Government & Private jobs or do his/ her
own practice, as the person is now recognized by the Indian Authorities as a Qualified Doctor.
04. What kind of Food will I get in Foreign Countries?
a. Students can cook their own food – kitchen facilities are available.
b. Indian Canteens and restaurants are available in the city and near the University's premises.
c. Establishment of a dedicated low cost canteen serving Indian Food for International students in
the Hostel premises is under consideration by the University.
d. All food items such as rice, dal, potatoes, tomatoes, flour, pizzas, fruits, spices, tea, milk, butter
etc are available for sale in the markets and bazaars.
05. Are there any Indian students already studying in these colleges?
500-1200 Indian students are studying in each college listed in this brochure. There are many
Indian Boys and girls from India.
06. Can I get Bank Loan and to what Extent?
As per RBI regulation Students pursuing education abroad can obtain loan up to Rs.15 Lacs. Visit
the local Branch of a nationalized bank to find terms. Amount sanctioned depends on income
proof of parents. i.e. Last Three years Income Tax Returns / or Salary Certificate. You will have to
satisfy the criteria that the Bank will apply. Visit the local Branches of Nationalized Banks in your
area to find out more.
07. Is Foreign Medical Colleges are listed in the World Health Organization (WHO) Directory?
YES. its listed in WHO Directory of Medical Institutions. WHO publishes a list of Medical Colleges,
given by various countries.
NOTE: WHO does NOT rank Medical Universities. What WHO does is simply publish the list of
Medical Institutes given to it by each Government.
08. Can I do Masters or Post Graduation there?
YES. After completion of MBBS degree from India/ Abroad or any recognized Institute, you can
pursue P.G. studies abroad. The QUALITY of Education abroad is very high – as the Institutes
teaches not only at the Bachelors – but also the Masters and PhD level.
09. Is the Bachelor's Degree recognized in India and abroad?
YES. The Bachelor's Degree is recognized in India and in more than 180 countries around the
World. Graduates can practice in the following countries after completing formalities as needed by
each country:
1. India: After clearing a Screening Test conducted by the National Council of Education. The test
is held twice a year (last Saturday/ Sunday of September and last Saturday/Sunday of March).
2. United Kingdom: After passing the PLAB examination.
3. United States of America: After clearing the USMLE.
4. European Union (EU): The degree is recognized by the European Union.
Note: In addition to Professional Qualifications, the applicant will have to comply with all other
immigration rules of the host country – such as visa, work permits, medical fitness, language etc.
10. How does one apply for a Passport and what documents would I need?
You need to either Apply for your Passport online and apply. The passport application process is
moving online. Visit www.passportindia.gov.in The website contains the name, address and phone
numbers of passport offices all over India. You can submit your application online or via speed
post or via a form. In some cases the applications are being received online only. We recommend
that you apply for your passport IMMEDIATELY. Fill out the form on the net and you get an
appointment date. Visit the passport office and show your documents – they keep the photocopies
and return the originals. Normally takes SIX to EIGHT weeks to receive a NEW Passport. The
following documents are needed for the application of your passport.
1. Your birth certificate
2. Proof of residence & proof of Identity
3. Certificate of educational qualifications

11. The Prescribed fee by the Passport office?
Visit the following websites for passport application and current information:
http://passport.nic.in, http://passport.gov.in; www.passportindia.gov.in
12. Can my Parent Visit me in University abroad? Can I travel in my Holidays or stay back abroad ?
a. Parents / friends / relatives of students can visit, invitations can be issued from that country to
facilitate visa processing in New Delhi.
b. There are two holidays in a year. 15 days in January and 2 months in summer (July and
August). During holidays – students have the option of staying back there or traveling in Europe or
coming back to India to spend time with their family.
13. What are the facilities in the Hostel:
a. Washing machine
b. Hot water
c. Free electric stoves for cooking
d. Change of bed sheets every 2-3 weeks for free
e. Free Electricity
f. Security guard
g. Hostel Warden
h. High Speed Internet with 10 mbps speed. Cost approx Rs. 600 a month.
14. Is there any local bodies who can help me in providing the overall info?
We have representatives in various cities.
Please send your query to us and we shall send it to our local representative office and they would
be getting in touch with you.

15. What are the benefits given to students joining through our company?
1. We are authorized by the Universities
2. We have over a decade of experience in dealing with students.
3. We have plenty of information and tips of value to students and parents for the course.
4. We provide networking with doctors in USA & UK for those wanting to go overseas for jobs
16. Hostel facility?
On campus accommodation for international students is available on campus
Hostel rooms have attached bathrooms, with single, double or triple beds
Both Air-conditioned and non air conditioned rooms are available as per the choice of
accommodations.
Students can also choose to stay outside on their own accommodations.
17. Is vegetarian Foods available?
No. Vegetarian food is available. If needed: Pure vegetarians can cook their own food so that they
are happy about what they eat.
18. Can I do my internship from My country?
Yes, but it also depends on the university applied for and also the medical board of the country
where the students wants to do the internships.
19. For how many days is the vacation period there? Can a student come to Home during
holidays?
The vacation period is of 6- 8 weeks in Summer – students can go home.

20. How a student is going to pay tuition fees and other fees?
The fee can be paid directly to the university by bank transfer for the first year and after that they
can carry in form of US$ or Travelers Cheque or Euros and pay it to the university
21. Is there any special provision for International students to solve their any personal
problems or queries?
Every university has an International Students Department where a student could address their
problems directly.

23. What do I need to bring with me from home?
You can buy almost any product and brand that you would find at home. Soap, shampoo,
toothpaste, etc. are all readily available. We recommend that you bring any prescription
medication in sufficient quantities to last for the duration of your visit and any preferred brands of
over-the-counter medications (cold & flu tablets, etc.) Clothing is also plentiful and very
inexpensive. Shoes are available, but larger sizes are hard to find.

“You have doubts and we have answers.”

Admission Process and our Services
Apply

Short list your college and
submit your 10th & 12th Class
mark sheets and Get your
Admission Letter
within 10 working days

Passport

Passport

Apply and get Eligibility
Certificate from
Medical Council of India

Give us your passport and
and submit it with other
documents once the
Visa Support/Invitation
Letter is received

Visa

We will submit your passport with
Visa Support Letter &
Other required documents
to respective
Embassy and get your Visa .

Fly

After the visa is stamped
we will book you tickets and
you will fly to your destination

We know that educational consulting is more than mere information sharing. And for students who want to study in choosen country, our service is
not limited by providing data on universities and majors available. We rather help students to make their next big step, as well as support during all
period of studying in choosen country, till they toss up their graduation caps in the air. We expand the list of services, provided to students and
parents, so you are free to give your suggestions.

FIRST CONTACT WITH BOOK MY UNIVERSITY OFFICE
• Tell what course you are interested in
• Get profound counseling
• Register with our company for your admission process

Step-1

• Gives presentation about chosen Country
• Provides consultancy on courses available, fee structure, university, etc
• Helps to choose a city and the university, according to desired field to study, interests
and lifestyle preferences for studying in chosen Country
• Starts coordination with official authorities (Ministry of Education and Science of
chosen Country, Universities, Embassy of chosen Country in India, etc)

ADMISSION AND VISA
• Provide BMU with your 10+2 certificate
and passport copy
• After getting admission prepare all other
documents, required for visa and travel to
chosen Country

Step-2

• Helps to collect all the documents for admission and visa
• Gets admission letter from the University (time required - about a week)
• Helps with translation of documents for the embassy
• Helps with legal approval of required documents
• Supports with processing of required documents
• Escorts student for all the medical check ups and helps to get fast all the required
medical certificates
• Supports with insurance (medical insurance, immigration insurance)
• Appoints date for the interview at the embassy and trains student for successful
passing of the interview

PREPARATIONS FOR THE TRIP AND DEPARTURE
• Participate in special trainings about legal
issues, lifestyle, studying in chosen
Country, etc.
• Prepare all necessary things for the trip

Step-3

• Conducts training in India regarding legal, social issues in chosen Country
• Provides students consultancy about financial issues in chosen Country, lifestyle,
studying, etc
• Helps in buying tickets
• Meets at the airport before departure and ensure safe and comfortable departure
from India

COMING TO CHOSEN COUNTRY

Step-4
Step-5
• Arrive in chosen Country

• Meets you in the airport
• Escorts to the University (any city of chosen Country)
• Helps with registration and accommodation on Campus and in the University
• Reports parents and relatives about your successful arrival and accommodation
• Provides student with mobile card to stay connected

FIRST DAYS IN THE CHOSEN COUNTRY

• Get acquainted with new culture, people,
city, etc
• Learning how to be an international
student in chosen Country

• Organizes excursions around the city
• Takes care of necessary legal questions
• Gives students and parents all contact information to get 24/7 support and consultancy
• Organized required training and master classes about studying in chosen Country)

“We commit less deliver more”

Picture Gallery

Ms. Yukti Belwal and Mr. Amit Vats with the Dean of Kyrgyz State Medical University, Kyrgyzstan

Ms. Yukti Belwal and Mr. Amit Vats with the Dean of Batumi State University, Georgia

Ms. Yukti Belwal with the Dean of Osh State University, Kyrgyzstan

Ms. Yukti Belwal and Mr. Amit Vats with the rector of Jalal-abad State University

Yukti Belwal with the Dean of Kyiv Medical University of UAFM

Ms. Yukti Belwal with the Dean of Kharkiv National Medical University

Ms. Yukti Belwal and Mr. Amit Vats with the Rector of European University, Georgia

“Don't let your dreams be dreams..Study Abroad”
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“Never give up on your dreams just because of the time it will take, time will pass anyway.”

Jill Kar from New Delhi,
Studying in New Vision University, Georgia

www.bookmyuniversity.com
Admission Process
REGISTRATION

Step 1

Send us scan copy of your 10th and 12th Documents with a scan of your passport size
photograph at docs@studynation360.com and send the registration amount to the
given account number.

ADMISSION CONFIRMATION

Step 2

As soon as the admission letter comes you need to submit the second
instalment of the processing charge with original passport, original
documents with some additional documents as instructed.

VISA APPLICATION

Step 3

Once the documents has been submitted at the Embassy and the visa receiving date has
been confirmd, the student need to give the third instalment. As soon as the passport
will be received with visa stamping, all the originals will be given back.

TRAVEL INFORMATION

Step 4

The last step is the travel arrangements which will be done by us, we will be
giving you all the necessary details about the departure time, arrival time,
who will be receiving at the airport etc. The last instalment of the processing
fee will be given then.

We assist the student in Medical Council of India’s eligibility certificte process, Exchanging Indian Rupees in
dollars, assist in parents’ visa if required, loan letter from University in case the student wants to get loan and
other important things too.

StudyNation 360 Pvt. Ltd.
1F CS 29, Ansal Plaza Sector 4,
Vaishali Ghaziabad UP -201010
Delhi NCR, Near Vaishali Metro Station
Email info@studynation360.com
www.bookmyuniversity.com
https://www.facebook.com/studynation360/
https://twitter.com/studynation360
https://www.youtube.com/c/yuktibelwal

Call expert : 8860637009, 8800217408
Our Representative

“If once, we 125 Crore Indians
decide that we will not spread filth,
no power in this world can make India dirty”

